
 

 
HL7 CIC –  Opening Plenary Session 
Location:            Paris,  France 

Date:  11 May 2015  Monday 
Time  

Facilitator  Note taker(s)      Dianne Reeves 
 

Attendee Name Affiliation 
   

Quorum Requirements Met:   
 
 
Presentations introduced by Chuck Jaffe. 
- Philippe Burnel, French eHealth update 
- Nicolas Canu, Chair of European HL7 

o In France the Carte Vitale was introduced in 1999 to manage patient information and identification 
problems. Pharmacists are very motivated to use HL7 standards; other groups are ‘stuck’.  

o ICD-10 is widely used, LOINC has consensus but not actual use.  Trying to find a way to use SNOMED-
CT.  Building services to share value sets, conceptual domains, more.  

o France has a strong initiative to protect information for privacy.  Recently it was decided to use the 
national SSN, issued to each citizen, to access and index all patient information.   

o Transformative health care requires paradigm changes in organizations, technology and 
methodology. The patient must become an empowered citizen before becoming an empowered 
patient. 

o Interoperability in decentralized distributed environments requires shared knowledge and skills to 
adequately establish cooperating systems.  

o Interoperability is built on users’ domain, to meet business objectives, to share knowledge, not on 
IT.  The business defines naming of concepts and modeling decisions.   

- John Gachago, HL7 Africa Ambassador, low and middle income countries (LMICs)  
o Lack of investment in HI education and HIT 
o Reliable infrastructure may be absent 
o Interoperability myths 
o What is in it for me? 
o Governance and policy issues 

- Bobby Jefferson, Technology in LMICs, experience with Ebola outbreaks 
o Open systems must be used because they cannot be sustained if the solution requires a payment 

 
 
  



 

HL7 CIC –  Multi-group Report of Activities 
 to Highlight 

Location:            Paris,  France 

Date:  11 May /2015  Monday 
Time  

Facilitator  Note taker(s)     Dianne Reeves 
 

Attendee Name Affiliation 
   

Quorum Requirements Met:   
 
 
Patient Care included mention of the NI2016 showcase presentation from HL7 Nurse Group that was accepted 
for presentation in June 2016. 
  



 

HL7 CIC –   Joint Meeting with RCRIM and CBCC on 
Bipolar Project – Covers Substance 
Abuse and Mental Health 

Location:   Paris,  France 

Date:  12 May 2015  Tuesday – Q1 
Time   

Facilitator  Note taker(s)     Dianne Reeves 
 

Attendee Name Affiliation 
   

Quorum Requirements Met:   
 
 
Use case: prisoners released by the Criminal system now have to wait 60 days to receive substance abuse and 
mental health counseling. 
Use case: Maternal healthcare needs post release from judicial system setting 
 
Update from Anita:  Project has been approved by TSC.  James Topping has been extracting the data elements 
from FDA reports as part of the FDA Therapeutic Area development.  
 
Mary Ann Slack from the FDA commented on the FDA’s need for data elements.  PDUFA V is a set of user-fee set 
of commitments with industry.  Standards will facilitate efficacy analysis of new drug analysis.  FDA wants to 
tackle this incrementally so they can get endpoints that can be used for cross-trial analysis.  Approval or non-
approval of a drug is the end goal of standardizing data elements.   
Data elements have been synthesized and will be reviewed by the FDA before going to a clinical expert group to 
review them.  (CERC review)  Plan is to ballot in September 2015 

 
Abstracted 220 elements from 23 trials, 55 questionnaires 
Scope of the project is for Bipolar I. 
This is a model of how the FDA is collecting elements to approve a drug, not a model of the condition itself.   This 
is the set of FDA internal requirements.  Want to keep the scope down to something in a reasonable timeframe, 
and making sure that stakeholders are engaged. Lori Simon recommended if Bipolar I and Bipolar II are done 
together, it would be more time-consuming upfront because most of it would already be done.  
 
An informative DAM will be balloted.  CBCC is trying to develop models that can be used for as general purpose 
as possible.  Lot of discussion about the scope of elements needed; some of the elements may be needed for 
secondary analysis.  
 
Model:   
In the last WG meeting (January 2015) the advantages and disadvantages of a common mental health DAM vs. 
individual DAM for each condition was captured.  After the data elements are captured the elements go to 
CDISC for creation.  
 
Option 1 for separate model for each disorder 
Option 2 for a combined model for mental health disorders into one model 

- Common models can be harder to use because the level of abstraction is higher, and people have a 
harder time understanding it. 

- Common models will also be harder to ballot because in ballots of changes the earlier content will also 
end up being reviewed and balloted.  

Option 3 is a hybrid approach, where the data elements common across all areas are used across all conditions; 
but the elements specific to one condition will be balloted.   

- But it is important to include all the common elements so that reviewers can identify with the content 
and not think that things are missing.   



 

- But when they get too big and abstract, the models are not useful 
- This is not an HL7 requirement for individual models.   

Option 4 is for a common behavioral health model; then disease-specific condition elements can be balloted. 
 
This is a specific use case in the FDA drug application review process.  The real question is the interoperability 
goals of what you are trying to achieve.  Are you trying to get information from a special setting, and what are 
you trying to achieve from the poll process? 
 
Anita: We are trying to scope down the problem, but also trying to keep the big picture in mind to harmonize 
mental health model with functional profile so that implementation will have the elements.   
 
Lori Simon:  The interest of CBCC is to develop a model for mental health that is broad and reusable as possible.  
The FDA need for data is one use case for the use of mental health data.  As you understand more and more 
uses of the data, that can shape the scope of the model.   

- The approach is to gather as much data as possible.   
 
Mead:  If you want to model the content that is used over and over in one place, and then show the specifics in 
the same model, then managing it becomes tricky and takes a lot of work.  The common model can change over 
time, and keeping the model coordinated and doing continuous refactoring is a challenge.  Separate models can 
lead to a lack of alignment.  That is a real danger.  Post-hoc harmonization is a lot of work. 
 
Lori Simon:  pointed out that the data elements are the same, but the responses/values to the elements are 
different.  
 
AMS: Do we maintain one information model and subset it each time we create a DAM?  We’re talking about an 
information model with a functional model.  This becomes a management issue for the model.  
 
Is it really an option to look at the elements in each type of model and see if the purposes of the models are so 
different?  Or is there plenty of opportunity for reuse and overlap.   Is this a federated model that has different 
parts with the need for governance? 
 
Building views is important to consider – values of the elements and the setting of how the elements are used 
represent two views to consider.  
 
For the General Anxiety Disorder project can we start moving in the direction of a general model? 
For the Bipolar disorder we will continue as an individual model in order to meet the September ballot timeline.  
 
CBCC:  CBCC can continue by looking at a common model across conditions while CIC continues with their work 
in order to meet their timelines.  CBCC is balloting in September as well.   
 

1.  Look for common elements for reuse 
2. GAD – continue to move along as before, and CBCC will come to Anita to get our input.  CBCC can then 

engage CIC.  It will take too much time to harmonize all the content right now.  
3. CIC will continue on and work with CBCC on areas of commonality. 

We will meet again at the WGM in September.  And include the BRIDG model in the discussion in September.    
 
AMS:  What made the decision for me is the fact that both the common and specific models are changing.  It’s 
just too hard to keep two changing models in alignment.   
 
For October WGM – meet again Tuesday Q4 
  



 

HL7 CIC –  Update on the Max Tool – 
Presentation by Michael van der Zel 

Location:            Paris,  FR  

Date:  12 May 2015  Tuesday – Q4 
Time  

Facilitator  Note taker(s) Dianne Reeves 
 

Attendee Name Affiliation 
   

Quorum Requirements Met:   
 
 
For October WGM – meeting again while in Atlanta 
 
 
 
 
  



 

HL7 CIC – Trauma Project/EMS Project Updates – 
Presentation by Jay Lyle, Clay McMann, 
Other on Team 

Location:    Paris,  FR  

Date:  13 May 2015  Wednesday – Q1 
Time  

Facilitator  Note taker(s) Dianne Reeves 
 

Attendee Name Affiliation 
   

Quorum Requirements Met:   
 
 
For October WGM – meet in Atlanta Wednesday Q1, with the need for a second contiguous Quarter to cover 
both projects.  Either Q1/Q2 or Q3/Q4. 
  



 

HL7 CIC – Joint Meeting with BRIDG, OO, CTG 
Location:    Paris,  FR  

Date:  13 May 2015  Wednesday – Q2 
Time  

Facilitator  Note taker(s)    Dianne Reeves 
 

Attendee Name Affiliation 
   

Quorum Requirements Met:   
 
 
BRIDG update – Ballot reconciliation for BRIDG v4.0 ongoing at the meeting, along with an Architectural review 
of the model.  
- Request made for SMEs to help reconcile the comments received from HL7 voters 
- Need a set of principles or governance to keep models aligned 
- Answer sets are not described in BRIDG 
Each module should be driven by the domain experts.  The real challenge is to integrate the domains. 
BRIDG is now a stakeholder in specimen discussions – and will provide additional scope and use cases. 
 
The BRIDG WG will set up calls and invite people to participate to resolve negative ballots for BRIDG 4.0 
 
 
  



 

HL7 CIC – Trauma Registry Symposium 
Location:    Paris,  FR  

Date:  13 May 2015  Wednesday – Q3 & Q4 
Time  

Facilitator  Note taker(s)    Dianne Reeves 
 

Attendee Name Affiliation 
   

Quorum Requirements Met:   
 
 
Non-HL7 experts from Europe invited to participate in this session to present on and discuss issues related to 
Trauma Registries.  Speakers highlighted registry issues such as standards for the registry and other issues.   
 
 
  



 

HL7 CIC – CIC Business Meeting 
Location:    Paris,  FR  

Date:  14 May 2015  Thursday – Q1 
Time  

Facilitator  Note taker(s)    Dianne Reeves 
 

Attendee Name Affiliation 
   

Quorum Requirements Met:   
 
 
  



 
PLEASE  YOUR NAME AND UPDATE 
INFORMATION                

Name Affiliation E-mail Address 
MON 11 

May TUES 12 May WED 13 May THURS  14 May 
Last  First Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Acker Beth VA beth.acker@med.va.gov                           
Allard Crystal FDA crystal.allard@fda.hhs.gov                           
Baker JD Sparx Systems jbaker@sparxsystems.com                           
Beeler George Beeler Consulting woody@beelers.com                           
Bennett John Lancet Technology John.Bennett@LancetTechnology.com                           
Berger Stacy COH sberger@coh.org                           

Bojicic Sasha 
Canada Health 
Infoway sbojicic@infoway-inforoute.ca                           

Bolte Scott GE Healthcare scott.bolte@ge.com                           
Boone Keith GE keith.boone@ge.com                   x       
Briggs Bonnie Wolters Kluwer Bonnie.Briggs@Wolierskluwer.com                           
Brown Andy ESO/Nemsis Andy.brown@esosolutions.com                           
Case Jim NIH james.case@mail.nih.gov                           
Change Wo NIST wchange@nist.gov                           
Cote Danielle Zoll dcote@zoll.com                           
Daoust Norman Daoust Assoc. norman@daoustassociates.com                           
Datta Gora Cal2Cal gora@cal2cal.com                           
Daviss Steven APA drdaviss@gmail.com                           
DeYoung Lizzie MITRE/OASIS edeyoung@mitre.org                           
Dickinson Gary Centri Health gary.dickinson@ehr-standards.com                           

Dittloff Margaret 
Academy Nutrition 
& Dietetics MKD@CBORD.com                           

Dittmer Grant ACS  gdittmer@dicorp.com                           
Doss Christopher NCAT cdoss@ncat.edu                 x         
Duteau Jean DDI Jean@Duteaudesign.com                           
Eisenberg Floyd NQF feisenberg@qualityforum.org                           
Evans Julie CDISC jevans@cdisc.org                           
Fendt Kaye Duke kaye.fendt@duke.edu                           
Gabriel Davera UC Davis davera@ucdavis.edu                           
Gallego Evelyn ONC/SDC PM evelyn.gallego@siframework.org                           
Gonzaga Zabrina Lantana Zabrina.gonzaga@lantaragroup.com                           
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Gonzales-
Webb Suzanne VA Suzanne.Gonzales-Webb@va.gov                           
Goosseu William Results4Care wgoossou@results4care.nl                           
Graham Matthew Mayo Clinic Graham.Matthew@Mayo.edu                           
Greim Patricia VHA Patricia.Greim@va.gov                           
Hale Richard ESO/NEMSIS Richard.Hale@esosolution.com                           
Hammond Ed Duke william.hammond@dm.duke.edu           x     x         
Hastak Smita SceuPro Shastak@sceupro.com                 x         
Havener Lori NAACCR lhavener@naaccr.org                           
Helton Edward NIH/NCI Edward.helton@nih.gov                           
Hobbs Allen Kaiser allen.hobbs@kp.org                           
Hoeft Chris AS NTDB choeff@facs.org                           
Hufnagee Steve DOD Hufnagee@ACM.org                           
Isler Maria ACC?AHA misler@acc.org                           
Jaccard Don FDA donald.jaccard@fda.hhs.gov                           
James Lenel BCBSA lenel.james@bubsa                           
Janky  Justin Zoll jjanky@zoll.com                           
Jones Elysa Oasis elysajones@yahoo.com                           
Kahn Hetty CDC/NCHS hdk1@acc.org                           
Kallem Crystal AHIMA crystal.kallem@ahima.org                           
Kallas Nichole ACC nkallas@acc.org                           
Kennedy Mary SAICF/caHUB kennedy@mail.nih.gov                           
Khalid Arsalan ACC arsalank@hotmail.com                           

Kirnak Alean 
Am Immunization 
Registry Assoc akirnak@swpartners.com                           

Kiser John Abbvie John.Kiser@abbvie.com   x                       
Kisler Bron CDISC bkisler@cdisc.org                           
Klemn Juli  NCI Iklemmj@mail.nih.gov                           
Kretz Jim SAMHSA/HHS Jim.Kretz@samhsa.hhs.gov                           
Kubrek Wayne CDISC wkubrek@cdisc.org                           
Kuhn Thomason ACP tkuhn@acponline.org                           
Kush Bart CDISC rkush@cdisc.org                           
Leftwich Russell TN eHealth cmiotn@gmail.com                           
Lyle Jay Ockham jay@lyle.net           x       x       
Maddux Suzanne ASCO suzanne.maddux@asco.org                           
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Mann Clay NEMSIS TAC clay.mann@hsc.Utah.edu                           
McCourt Brian Duke brian.mccourt@duke.edu                           
McDonald Clement NLM Clemmcdonald@nlm.nih.gov           x               
Mears Greg EMSPIC gmears@emspic.org                           
Milius  Bob MNDP bmilius@nmdp.org                           
Miller Holly VA holly.miller@va.gov                           

Mukesh Sharma 
Wash Univ in St. 
Louis sharman@wustl.edu                           

Mulrooney Jackie JP Systems info@jpsys.com                           
Mulrooney Galen JP Systems Galen.mulrooney@va.gov                           
Mungal Salvatore Duke salvatore.mungal@duke.edu                           
Nahm Meredith Duke Meredith.Nahm@dm.duke.edu                           
Neal Melanie ACS NTDB mneal@facs.org           x               
Nelson Rene Zoll rnelson@zoll.com                           
Oliva Armando FDA armando.Oliva@fda.hhs.gov                           
Patock Michael Image Trend mpatock@imagetrend.com           x               
Perkins Vada FDA Vada.Perkins@FDA.HHS.gov   x                       
Price Chrystal ACS NTDB cprice@facs.org                           
Raaen Marquerite IBM Mraaen@us.ibm.com                           
Reeves Dianne NCI reevesd@mail.nih.gov x  x     x x x x x x       
Rhodes Harry   harry.rhodes@ahima.org                           
Ritter John   johnritter1@verizon.net                           
Roberts John TN DOH john.a.roberts@tn.gov                           
Rocca Mitra FDA mitra.rocca@fda.hhs.gov                           
Ryan Sarah Ockham ryansaraha1@earthlink.net   x                          
Salyards Kenneth SAMHSA/HHS Kenneth.Salyards@SAMHSA.HHS.gov x                          
Savage Rob MGC/CDC h2u3@cdc.gov                           
Schick Lisa SeenPro Ischick@scenpro.com                           
Shah Vijay JBS International vshah@Jbsinternational.com                           
Shakir Abdul-Malik COH ashakir@coh.org   x     x x               
Shakir Salimah Shakir Consulting Salimahshakirconsulting.com           x               
Shanbhag Nandam ACC nshanbha@acc.org                           

Simon Lori 
Am.Psychiatric 
Assoc. LoriR.Simon@gmail.com   x                       

Singuream Ioana Eversolve joana@eversolve.com   x                       
Sisto Jennifer Accenture Jennifer.t.sisto@accenturefederal.com                           
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Slack Maryanne FDA     x                       
Solgrig Harris Mayo Clinic                             
Spellman Lisa Ahima-ISOTC215 lisa.spellman@ahima.org                           

Spiro Shelley 
Pharmacy HIT 
Collaborative shelly@spiroconsulting.net                           

Srinivasan Ganesan ACC gsriniva@acc.org                           
Stevens Helen Stevens Healthcare helen.stevens@shaw.com                           

Summers Jody 
Clinical Data 
Managment jody@c-d-m.com                           

Telonis Panagiotis EMA Panagiotis.Telonis@EMA.Europa.EU   x                       
Tewey Rob Digital Innovation rtwewy@drcorp.com                           
Tolk Chris CDISC ctolk@cdisc.org                           
Topping James Duke james.topping@duke.edu   x     x x x x x x       
Tripp Ed Tripp & Asssoc Edward.Tripp@ESTRIPP.com                           
Van der Zel Michael UMCG m.van.der.zel@umcg.nl   x     x                 
Vreeman Daniel Regenstrief Institute dvreeman@regenstrief.org                           
Walden Anita Duke anita.walden@duke.edu   x     x x x x x x       
Walker Max Health Vic Max.Walker@dhs.vic.gov.au                            
Walker Mead MWC dmead@comcast.net   x                       
Ward Steve Eli Lilly stw@lilly.com                           
Washington Lycia AHIMA lydia.washington@ahima.org                           
Whipple Troy Image Trend twhippel@imagetrends.com                           
Wilgus Rebecca DCRI warli001@mc.duke.edu                           

Wood Grant 
Intermountain 
Healthcare grant.wood@imail.org                           

Woyak Andrew GE Healthcare andy.woyak@med.ge.com                           
Younes Maryam Duke my60@duke.edu                           
Zozus, Jr Robert Private Practice Zozus@icloud.com                           
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